
SPEAK
tone, diction, perspective



METER 

refers to the rhythms of speech:

regularity

speed/pace (tempo)

these concerns are generally summed-up under the term 
‘meter’

there are both formal and informal structures that affect 
the reading of lines of dialogue



METER - OTHELLO

Shakespearean verse is popularly identified with a particular 
form, known as iambic pentameter

iamb: a metrical foot pattern with unstressed-stressed 
syllables 

“Most po/tent, grave/, and rev/erend /signors”

pentameter: each line consists of five feet (ten syllables)

supposed to replicate the rhythms of normal, relaxed speech

it is perhaps not as important to identify instances of iambic 
pentameter, as it is to be able to point out instances where 
the meter is disrupted or broken



METER - OTHELLO

Characters’ lines often segue into that of others, as indicated 
by a break in the meter of one character's line, only for it to be 
continued by another character

This indicates a much faster tempo, as characters practically 
interrupt one another

OTHELLO: "... Now, by yond marble heaven, 
In the due reverence of a sacred vow
I here engage my words." (6 syllables)

IAGO: "Do not rise yet. (4 syllables)
Witness you ever-burning lights above..."



Compare the iambic solemnity of Othello's line with the 
trochaic urgency of Iago's initial lines

"I here/engage/my words."

IAGO: "Do not rise yet.
Witness/you ev/er-bur/ning lights ab/ove..."

The stress on the second syllable creates a longer-drawn 
recitation, allowing for a slower pace. "I here engage my 
words" is spoken with a grim deliberation.

On the other hand, Iago's "Do not rise yet" is a clear 
interruption of Othello's tempo, as he rushes to insert 
himself into the proceedings



The inversion of their power dynamic is reflected in the 
inversion of their spoken conversations, too

Here, Iago, who is controlling events, speaks with slow 
relish, while Othello is rushing to catch up, and is clearly 
bewildered and off guard: Iago's iambic speech is declarative 
and imperative, while Othello's trochaic outburst is 

OTHELLO: "Dost thou mock me?"

IAGO: "... Confine/yourself/but in/a pat/ient list.
Whilst you/were here/o'er/whelmed with/your grief - 
A pa/ssion most/unsuit/ing such a man -"



FEET

pyrrhic: double stress ("GET HER!")

iambic: unstressed / stressed ("To die in the attempt")

trochaic: stressed / unstressed ("Hello!")

spondee: unstressed / unstressed ("If I do prove her 
haggard/Though that her jesses were my dear heart-
strings")



RHYTHM - STREETCAR

While the characters of A Streetcar Named Desire don't 
exactly speak in verse, there is a similar 'interrupting' effect 
at work

Instead of completing lines of fixed lengths, characters use 
alternating lines delivered in quick succession, with 
interruption marked out by punctuation, frequently using 
antithetical language

STANLEY: "And diamonds! A crown for an empress!"

STELLA: "A rhinestone tiara she wore to a costume ball."



This technique is known as stichomythia which means 
"line/row-speech". 

It's a device that is used to simulate intense conversation

Usually involves some form of repetition, antithesis 

MITCH: You lied to me, Blanche.

BLANCHE: Don't say I lied to you.

MITCH: Lies, lies, inside and out, all lies.

BLANCHE: Never inside, I didn't lie in my heart...



STRUCTURE - CHIASMUS

These lines also use a technique known as chiasmus

It literally means 'shaped like an X'

MITCH: You lied to me, Blanche.

BLANCHE: Don't say I lied to you.

Note how the "you... me" is inverted to "I... you"

It's a form of reverse parallelism, that indicates a 
relationship (Mitch - Blanche) bracketing an idea (lies)



The same technique occurs frequently in Shakespeare, 
Othello being no exception

OTHELLO: But O, what damned minutes tells her o'er
Who dotes, yet doubts; suspects, yet strongly loves

OTHELLO: She loved me for the dangers I had passed,
And I loved her, that she did pity them. 

The technique can be used to emphasise conflict

"dotes... loves" brackets "doubts... suspects", as if he is 
trying to contain his suspicion with his love

but also reciprocity

"she... me" and "I... her" both bracket love



SCARLET LETTER - 
ANTITHESIS

The effect of juxtaposition and inversion of relationships is 
also present in The Scarlet Letter, and can even be used to 
an admonishing or anticlimactic effect

HESTER: "Shall we not spend our immortal life together? 
Surely, surely, we have ransomed one another, with all this 
woe! Thou lookest far into eternity, with those bright dying 
eyes!"

DIMMESDALE: "Hush, Hester, hush... He hath proved his 
mercy... By giving me this burning torture to bear upon 
my breast! By sending yonder dark and terrible old man, 
to keep the torture always at red-heat!"


